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The authors suggest several outlooks to the future, some of which are, by their very nature,
hypothetical and speculative. Here a simple twofold grouping of the outlooks is provided,
while a more in-depth outlook and discussion is given in the final and concluding chapter.

First, a common theme running through many of the outlooks is a sort of international
division of labor, shake-out, bifurcation and segmentation of the actors involved in different
strategic clusters, regions covered and customers served. The BT strategic learning experience
is suggestive of similar strategic evolution processes among other teleos currently in such a
trial-and-error phase. Hence, teleo strategies can be expected to become more distinct in terms
of overriding goals and means to carry this out. There are several dimensions around which
such strategic positioning could develop: regions and customers served, telecommunications
service offerings, R&D intensity, etc. Examples of emerging strategic positioning are offered
by Dang-N'guyenIPouillot who predict that France Telecom will focus its strategy,
Elixmann/Schnoring who suggest that DBP Telekom will be most successful in the East·
European area, Antonelli/Geuna who believe that STET will pursue basic telephony in
developing countries, and the advice by HentenlSkouby that small players should aim for
specialized services and niche markeL~. (For Cable & Wireless, KramerlNiShuilleabhain
suggest that its conglomerate structure makes it vulnerable to takeover.) Hence, even among
those intending to become global, strategic differentiation and search occur-suggesting that
the telecommunications service market may become more heterogeneous with time. An
important implication of this trend is that it is crucial to develop the following: a more finely
tuned grasp of the telecommunications service concept, the attendant strategic differentiation
concepts and an analysis of the technology and management base necessary to carry the
strategy forward.

A second set of outlooks that is recurring pertains to the conflicts between national
interests and the internationalization process. These conflicts will surface not only in
regulatory and jurisdictional spheres but will certainly be felt in the pockets of some of the
internationalizing teleos. The question is how much the nationalistic interests will surface and
how deep they will be-will they, as suggested by Noam, delay the internationalization
process? The questions are many lind the stakes are indeed high. One thing is sure,
though-the future will always hold surprises. 'I
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1. INTRODUCTION

In draWing to a close it is natural to step back and review the current and future relevance of
the main theme and the title question of this book. Is internationalization of the telecom serv
ice industry and markets to be taken seriously? And if so, who stand~ the best chances to gain
advantages by becoming MNCs? This final chapter will first summarize some of the findings
from preceding chapters, then try to assess the conditions for continued internationalization.
Given the likelihood that internationalization oftelecom actors and markets will actually con
tinue, some specuiations about future developments are made, drawing also on received the.
ory, the applicability of which to the telecom service industry is discussed, Finally, the chapter
attempts to identify what characterizes a winning company in the hopefUlly positive-sum
game of internationalization of telecom service markets.

2. SUMMARY

Let us first briefly recapitulate some of the findings in the preceding chapters, especially the
previous two chapters by Johansson and Bohlin. Despite the fact that the post-war interna
tionalization of teleeom actors and markets, starting in the 1980s, is a recent phenomenon
with a great deal of trial-and-error behavior, there are already a number of more general find
ings and indications that deserves to be pointed out, for example that:

a) (Pace) Apart from more or less singUlar earlier events, internationalization among typical
teicos started in the mid-1980s, and grew particularly rapidly in the late 1980s in terms of
number of foreign market entries. In summary, the pace of internationalization seems to
have been influenced by the paces of liberalization in home and host countries respectively,
the pace of internationalization of demand in various fonns, the market opportunities
offered (much based on new technologies), a certain urge for reciprocity and finally a
bandwagon effect.

b) (Actors) Anglo-Saxon operators were dominating the group of first movers, with AT&T
entering early in Europe. followed by the RBOCs, and C&W and the RBOCs entering early

• Comments on this ehapter from Erik Bohlin. Ola Johansson and Sven Lindmark arc gratcfully acknowledged.
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in Asia. There is currently a group of tekos emerging who explicitly try to globalize (e.g.
AT&T, ST, NTT. DBT, IT and Unisource). As yet there is no clear indication that large
size is positively related to the propensity to internationalize. Several teleos (e.g. C&W,
IT) have adopted a strategy of internationalization and diversification simultaneously
(which in other industries has proved risky). However, on average there seems to be a cer
tain specialization, complemented by trial-nnd-error, among the actors in con"nection with
internatIonalization. The home market and regulatory regime and the way technological
and managerial competence have been accumulated have been important for the interna
tional ization hehavior of the various actors.

c} (Country markets) UK and France were early target markets in Europe, followed later by
Germany. In general, the main countries in a region have been the early, primary targets for
foreign entries, complemented by entries in smaller countries for special reasons, e.g. that
they offer good learning opportunities for the foreign entrant. In summary the choice of
country for FDIs seems to have been influenced primarily by three factors-the size of the
host market, the learning opportunities it offers and its geographic and/or cultural closeness
to the actor's other operations, which almost always means closeness to the home markets,
at least initially.

d) (Services) Many FDis have been made carlyon in CATV as well as in some basic tele
phony services, wired as well as wireless as a platform for further expansion. Thus, inter
nationalization has often directly affected the traditional core business (telephony) and core
technology (wire) of a f'TT in its core market (home country). The common mOves then of
the foreign entrant in the foreign service expansion (Le. diversification) process have been

according to (-) indicate 'subsequent move to');

Mobile services ;:! Wired telephony services f- Satellite services

That is, first entries have commonly been made in mobile, wired or satellite services while
subsequent entries have been into wired services from satellite or mobile services, or into
mobile services from wired services. This points to the importance of new technologies for

foreign entry.

e) (Strategies) Cross-border jOint ventures and alliances have been the most common foreign
entry strategy. Acquisitions have been a rare strategy for foreign entry into core telephony
services, but more common for foreign entry into data services. Foreign entry through
greenfield operations has heen a rare strategy in general. The cross-border cooperative
mode of internlltionalizlItion has been motivated hy the necd to save money and time and
the need to overcome barriers to foreign entry, regulation-based or not.

f) (Investments) Although any rough approximation of the aggregate European FDilevel does
not indicate a large spending activity relative to total telccommunications investments as
yet, actor strategies, commitments and market opportunities make an aggregate FDI size
cscalation credible and probable.

I,

2,

3.

3. THE RACE TO EUROPEAN EMINENCE

3.1 Is there a race?
Without doubt the issue of internationalization has rapidly raised a significant amount 01
awareness and interest since the late I 980s. From the preceding chapters it is moreover clear
that a process of internationalization in telecommunication services has rapidly gained
momentum in terms of FDI decisions and actions by various actors in various countries. Thus,
internationalization is not an ephemeral fad, although to some extent clouded with tactical PR
announcements and moves. Nevertheless, internationalization is still by and large a marginal.
although embryonic, element on world telecom service markets.

It is yet too early to evaluate thc alleged pay-offs to the service users and providers from
this internationalization. Moreover, it is not immediately clear that this internationalization
process is sustainahle. It is easy to become misleadingly impressed by current announcements
and figures surrounding internationalization and conclude that the process will continue to
evolve. Thus, one has to take a closer look into the prospects of continued internationaliza
tion.

3.2 Will the race go on or will internationalization be stopped again?
As mentioned In Chapter I, internationalization and international competition in tclecom
services, typically telephony, are not a new phenomenon. However, for various reasons the
early internationalization process, spulTed by telephony developments in the US, was curbed
and regulation transfonned the evolving industrial organization into what essentially became
an international cooperative network of local, public monopolies. (See further in particular
Brock 1981, Bradley and Hausman 1989, Cowhey 1990 and Noam 1992.)

A natural question then is whether the current tide of internationalization----{}r in fact the
current reinternationalization-will again be darruned up and diverted by regulation and/or
other factors. As described in several of the preceding chapters, regulation conditions the pacc
and extent of internationalization, and the regulatory pendulum may swing.

However, the field of driving and hampering forces behind the current reinternationaIi7,a
tion is different from the field of forces behind internationalization in the early days of tele
phony (cf. Figure 4. I in Chapter 1). A thorough analysis of the complex nature and compound
significance of these differences cannot be made here but a few of them may be pointed out,

First, there has been an apparently lasting shift in institutional powers sUlTounding tele
communication services. The nation state and their public institutions have become weaker
relative 10 corporate powers, including the MNCs, in general. The cooperative institutions of
nationalized telecom monopolies (lTV, CCnT etc.) have also been weakened relative to othcl'
international institutions with a wider scope (GATT etc.). The legislation and legal institution"
supporting competition in general are moreover stronger today.

Secong, internationalization in various sectors of national economies has increased during
the whole 20th century and the international economic interdependence is much higher in the
1990s than in, say, the 1920s. In this connection there has specifically been a steadily growing
demand for international and differentiated telecom services, e.g. within globalizing MNCs,
and the significance of nationally confined telephony as a bulk, public service has declined in
relative tenos.

Third, technological innovations have by and large been foslering rather than hampering
competition. Judging from history, this in itself is not necessarily a sufficiently strong factor
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for lastingly breaking up an industrial organization consisting of national monopoHes. The
century-old national postal monopolies in Europe mostly absorbed the radical innovations of
both telegraphy and telephony without a major lasting disruption, only transforming them
selves into F'TTs and the like with essentially preserved status as national monopolies, in
some cases after a period of internationalized competition as mentioned, National interests
hampered an innovator like the Bell Company in internationalizing, and not only national
interests in its host countries but also, and decisively, national interests in its home country
where the pUblic wanted the company to focus. A stabie situation with reciprocal national
monopolies remained.

Although such historic exampies illustrate that even radical technological innovations have
been accommodated in the wider communications service industry without "creative destruc
tion", it could be argued that sooner or later technological changes and options will have
accumulated in such a way that an old industrial organization structure has to yield. This
argument is admittedly general and imprecise. Nevertheless, there are instances of techno
logical innovations that are apparently undermining the analytical as well as empirical eco
nomic foundations of national telecom monopolies, and probably also their political founda
tions in the longer run. In general, technological innovations severely challenge the assump
tions on which the argument for a given natural monopoly rests. More specifically, the con
vergence between computing and communication technologies, albeit slow and possibly mis
perceived, has prompted computer firms to successfully challenge telephony monopolies.
Other technological innovations, independently or interdependently, similarly have led to
severe challenges of the old structure of national monopolies, Digitization facilitates intercon
nectivity and thereby competition; computerized switching allows decentralized switching and
network control by users; optical fibre transmission cost decreases and opens up possibilities
for new entrants; radio and microwave communications allow bypassing; etc. In addition, the
technical possibilities for a single teleo to coordinate international operations are greater today
as are the technical and managerial possibilities to run an MNC in general.

With a simple ilJustration one could say that if the PTTs were to absorb the major new
.. technologies of the 20th century as well, they would have to extend their past evolutionary
chain P (postal services) to PT (+ telegraphy) to PTT (+ telephony) by adding under their
control lit least R (radio), C (computing), and M (media), thereby becoming PTTRCMs or the
like. I Simplicity apart, this suggests that totai integration will become increasingly difficult
and cease at some poinl. Reintegration, perhaps with different contigurations, may then occur,
of course. However, if disintegration has begun and there are elements of irreversibility, full
reintegration will not occur. At some point this happens when technological options, irrevers
ihle by their very nature, become numerous and widely availabie to a large number of actors.

In sum, there is now an accumulation of technological options with vested interests that
challenge the traditionai organization of telecom service monopolies to an extent that appar
ently has no counterpart earlier in history. In this connection it is important 10 note that the
different national interests vested in new technologies and their market opportunities have
fragmented and thereby weakened the national interest attached to traditional telecom tech
nologies and their protected markets. A major case in point is the divestiture of AT&T.

Fourth. there has been a swing in the recent decade or so in political economic ideology in
many iriiIustrialized couatries towards employing more market solutions and less administra-

I Early radio technology for telecom actually came to a considerable extent to be controlled by the P1Ts (see
Brock (981).

tive approaches, notably state-oriented ones. This has led to deregulation (although with scm,
reregulation) and liberalization of markets, subjecting them to compelition, privatization 0

public companies, SUbjecting them to less public ownership and control. These new economic
policies apply not only to telecom services but to many other service industries as well, man)
of which have been nationally regulated and focused by tradition (Dunning 1991). Although i
is certainly possible that such a movement in economic policies could be reversed, the move
ment is significant for the internationalization of national telecom service markets for tw,
reasons. First, the changes in the various national economic policies are much more simila
and simultaneous than they used to be. Somewhat differently expressed, national eeonomio
polices have become more internationally interdependent and homogeneous. Thus, the con
temporary simUltaneity of the swing towards market soiutions in various industrial ized nation.'
has allowed an emerging international reciprocity in competition in teleeom services tha
could substitute for the traditional reciprocal monopolies with less national asymmetric'
hampering a transition. Second, once the new economic policies have triggered reinterna
tionaiization, the other factors (internationalized corporate powers, international eeonomi'
integration, new internationalized demand, and technological options) come into play ant.
mutually reinforce the process.

Fifth, there are many powerful corporate actors in the telecom and infonnation induslry al
large, having Wide-ranging expectations attached to internationaJjzation. True, the volume 01
their FDI-based foreign business is usually still small in relative terms and there might still he
attractive prospects for domestic growth (e.g. in building a national infrastructure for 1111

infonnation society-although it must be questioned whether this can also be confincd
nationally). However, domestic profit margins are generally shrinking and the long-tenn profil
and growth prospects on world markets for the largest and most competitive companies arc
easily perceived to be far higher, given the large foreign markets, often lacking strong, local
competitors. In addition, internationalization might be perceived to offer prospects 01
decreased dependence upon domestic, public authorities. Asymmetric expectations and com
petillve advantages among teleos will then destabtmeany international cartelization and rein
force inlernationalization, once it has come underway. This also adds an element of irre
versibility to the process.

Thus, as a conclusion, there are reasons to believe that the internationalization process 01
telecom services is sustainable and will not be reversed this time as it was once before. Tlw
race is on and is not likely to become stopped and cancelled. This does not mean that internn ..
tionalization, once started, will proceed fast or in a similar fashion throughout the world. A.,
evidenced in several of the preceding chaplers, there are deep tensions between national inter
ests, there are severe jurisdictional problems to be solved, and there are significant heteroge
neities among countries, markets and actors. Besides, the interests of the old regime have been
powerful and long-lasting, nurturing a culture that is not easily swept away. In various ways
the continued internationalization process will be influenced hereby. Even if a PTf accepts.
maybe even welcomes, the pressures for liberalization and internationalization, it will most
likely try to influence its pace and direction. National interests will use infant industry argu
ments as well as related strategic trade arguments in order to ensure suitable protection.
Although natural monopoly arguments are being challenged, they are not irrelevant and will
be considered and reused. Schedules will be delayed, decisions will be postponed, entries will
be restricted and so on. Limits to internationalization as well as the possibility of a majo!',
local reregulation in favor of nationalization must still be kept in mind, especially when inter
nationalization has gone far enough for denationalization to set in and/or has resulted in
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xenophobic perceptions to individual nations and actors. The forces at play are so strong,
creative and complex that with certainty some actions and outcomes will occur that are pres
ently inconceivable.

Nevertheless, the most probable future scenario is that of continued and reinforced interna
tionalization of telecom service markets and actors. Some countries, markets and actors will
be slow and lagging, others will be fast and lead the way, at least for some time until possibly
overtaken by still others, and some will undeniably drop out. However, there might be a
period of counterreactions and internationalization slow-down, at a point where national inter
ests become severely threatened and/or the commOn over-expectations become unfulfllled
and/or large, successful actors in e.g. the US, UK and Japan are pushing too strongly for a
faster pace.

The impact of the internationalization process, fast or slow, can be manifold. It is likely to
have strong and lasting effects upon market and industry structure, at least in the long run (see
Section 3.4). The century-old traditional regulatory regime in telecommunications services has
conserved its industry structure against the otherwise normally disruptive effects of techno
logical changes as mentioned. The intemationalization process is yet in its infancy, being
dominated by a variety of trial-and-error moves among a variety of early and late movers on
the international scene. The possibilities to economically evaluate these moves ex post are still
slim while the expectations are high and often more optimistically biased than rational. Cir
cumstances like these make the bed for overinvestments, disappointments, duplication, waste
of resources and defensive reactions. The heavy hands of history and xenophobia will fight
against far-reaching denationalization of the core network and core businesses in the major
advanced countries.

However, even if major foreign inroads in basic services are fought off by local forces in
genera[2 at least four factors will still allow ample room for internationalization:

a) The existence of large, growing segments (e.g. mobile services.
corporate communications).

b) The emerging markets in NICs and medium-developed countries
(incl. Eastern Europe, Russia etc.) and LDCs.

c) The emergence of service merging and service integration
(e.g. "edutainment", Le. merging of educational and entertainment
services) and inter-sectorial competition (e.g. with financial services,
media services).

d) Cross-border allianccs. joint ventures and acquisitions.

The interplay between internationalization in the te1ecom services and internationalization
in the telecom equipment industries and possible future vertical integration or quasi-integra
tion is yet unclear. However, it is far from unlikely that if a country has a sizeable domestic
telecom service and equipment industry which is being severely threatened at both the service
and equipment ends by foreign competition, then protectionism and procurement bias will
recur, possibly aided by the new arguments in strategic trade theory (see Chapter I).

2 Note lh~t several carly foreign enlries have in f~ct already been made in basic lelephony services as mentioned.

Thus, if not one single race is on, a set of races is, although the not so invisible regulawry
hand holding the starting pistol has been quite shaky, and these races are likely to go on
However, the race or races are not only towards European eminence. Although Europe is a
major target market, some actors, mostly with Anglo-American origins, are more ambitiom
with more global aspirations. Still the eminence in Europe may be at stake, although as long
as EC regulation is credibly pro-competitive, monopolistic dominance in Europe or "
"Eurntel" constellation is not a likely outcome.

3.3 A paradigm shift in telecom services

A growing internationalization in telecom services could be viewed as part of a larger ongoing
process of a paradigmatic shift in the whole telecommunication sector in various countries,
essentially triggered by events in the US in the late 1970s and carly 1980s. Internationalization
of the telecom service markets and actors was perhaps not fully intended or anticipated in
general at the outset of the paradigmatic shift. but nevertheless has become an integral pari
and reinforcing factor of it. (See also Chapter I.) Table 3.1 summarizcs some characteristk~

of this shift in paradigm and corresponding regime.

3.4 Some speculation about the future

As concluded above, internationalization of telecom service markets and actors is a recent but
viable phenomenon which must be taken seriously as such by managers, policy-makers and
analysts. as well as by customers and suppliers. It is then naturally important to try to specu
late about the future and to the extent possible attempt to predict the developments that are
likely, although still uncertain. A major contingency is then the regulatory and political devel
opment. As mentioned there are reasons to believe in continued, although delayed and dis
torted, liberalization favoring continued internationalization on an average. However. it is
hazardous to attempt more detailed predictions about long-run regulatory changes. Moreover.
there seems to be no real economic or political theory about regulatory dynamics in general
that could be used, at least not to my knowledge.!

Given that the regUlatory and political possibilities for continued internationalization are
there, the next question is what courses it will take. This is obViously an important question.
which will be elaborated upon to some extent here but mainly must be left for further
research. The available empirical data, much of them presented in the preceding chapters.
offer some indications, but by and large the empirical grounds are yet too weak for predic
tions.

3 Of course, there are predictions. with or without foundations in faCI Or theory, ~bout the evolulion of politico.
economic systems in general (e.g. by Marx and Schumpoterl. bUI hardly spociflc enough for lhe purpose, here.
See. however, Cowhey t990 on regimc lheory.
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Table 3.1
Shift in paradigm in the telecommunication services

Old natiolUll monopoly Ilaradigm elements New international ,!;ompetition Ilararngm clements
(NMP) (iCP)

National regulation Supra- national regul atian
Natural monopoly Liberal izat ion
National ization In ternationalization and ''01""aliZ3lion" I)
Public ownershi p Privatization
Monopoly provi~ion Intra- and inler-sectorial competition
Strongly protected markets Weakly protected markets
Nalional slrdtegic industry (civilian. military) "Free trade"/strategic international trade

Inward/outward FDI
Uni versallpublic service High marginmarkellsegmen tat ion

(corporale customers, mobile serv ices etc.)
Broad-based cooperation and international PIT Cross-border alliance cooperation
cooperation (in lTU etc.) and harmonization regarding Compctition and cooieration mi~ing

~tandard ~, re"enue sharing etc. ("competeralion" l)
Telecom arbitrage
Fragmented standard-selling (regionallnultllateral)

WeakIyprotec ted technolagi es Strongly protected technologies
Technology sharing Proprietary technology
Notes: I) Intertwined processes of globalization and local, regional agglomeralion.

2) Intertwined processes of competition and cooperation.

What can theory and experience in other industries then tell us? First of all, received theo
ries about internationalization and MNCs mentioned in Chapter I are in general more
explanatory than predictive. Second, there is the objection that they are mainly based on con
ditions in manufacturing industries, conditions which by and large do not apply in service
industries. Third, still another objection is that even if received theory is applicable in prin
ciple to service industries, tbe idiosyncrasies of teJecom services will make its usefulness very
limited.

Without going into detail here, it can be argued that received theory is applicable to tele
com, far from fully of course, but to a considerable extent, not least because of the high tech
nology and capital intensity of telecom services (see Chapter I). The differences between the
telecom service industries, other technology-based service industries, and other technology
based industries ea~i1y become exaggerated. True, there are major idiosyncrasies in telecom.
Of major importance here arc, first, the initial conditions in the internationalization process
with a particUlar regulatory-based industrial organization, dominated by local and national
monopolies, often with domestic preferred suppliers. Second, there is the traditional common
operation of a global, physical network consisting of interconnected national networks, with
an overlayer of inter-organizational cooperative networks. Third, the telecom sector has tradi
tionally been perceived to be of strategic, national inleresl, civilian as well as military, and has
as a consequence become politicized in the sense that economic and political decision-making
has become strongly interwined.

At the same time the telecom service industry is technology and capital intensive and
serves mass markets. factors which make the industry si milar to several other industries,
Besides, the idiosyncrasies described above are becoming weakened. Liberalization and

internationaJization are under way, the perception of strategic, national interest is changing."
and parallel international networks are being built) .

Thus, there are no strong reasons for rejecting received internationalization theory
wholesale from the point of view of the telecom service industry. On more general grounds.
Buckley et al. (1992) as well as Dunning (1992) reach the similar conclusion that there is no
need for an entire new theory or paradigm for the internationalization of service indu.'itric~

compared to the internationalization of manufacturing industries. The actual mix of MN('
advantages, pertaining to Qwnership, location and internationalization, in Dunning's OLl
paradigm6, may differ between service and manufacturing industries but not the bask
usefulness of the paradigm,'

Internationalization of telecom services (in terms of FOls) is far less developed than itl
many other industries, including some service industries, From an economic theory
standpoint, this would in principle explain why the economic advantages accruing to an MN('
in telccom services, e.g. the mix of OLl-advantages, are not very large. But as demonstrated
by Cowhey (1990), the reasons behind the absence of tcleo MNCs are to be found in the
political arena rather than in economics. This points to a general limitation of received
economic theory when applied to a politicized industry such as telecom services. At the same
time the past political conditions have created some economic conditions that in principle
would favor internationalization once started, e.g. the profitable a~ymmetric tariffs il'
international traffic (see Antonelli 1993),

Accepting a seasoned view of the applicability of received theory, what can it tell us? /\
thorough review cannot be given here, we can only offer a few comments. (See Chapter I for
an overview of received theory and models.) First, one can note that, in the short run. the
notion of psychic distance (which increases transaction costs) has actually to some elltent
influenced the choice of countries in the internationalization process of telcos. For obvioll~

technical and market reasons, geographic closeness has also influenced any nelwork
expansion process, however decreasingly so. The theory thell predicts that, in the longer run.
psychic distance will become less important, relative to other factors, such as size of markel.
As a slight extension of the theory one may aiso hypothesize that psychic distance influence,
somewhat the choice of partners in joint ventures and strategic alliances. Especially cultun,1
similarity is important for a stable and efficient functioning of a strategic alliance.

The establishment chain model also seems to be applicable to some extent. After having
established since long ago what has in fact been a mutual sales agent relationship between
teleos in international traffic, an inlernationalizing teleo is likely to establish its own foreign

4 For ellample, some countries are becoming les~ aspiring in their protectionism, Military considerations hehi"d
protectionism in telecom aIso bee 0 me weakencd, The reiations l>e twcenci vii ian and military technology are ah"
chlUlg ing, with a weakcn ing of the cOn neet ion through rcversaIof technological leads (e.g. in cellular tel ephon}' )
from military to civilian applications, which also often diverge and limit dual use of new technologies.
S Similarities with other industries may also change, of COurse. For e~ample, there wit! be less mass-markeling "t
telephony as a bulk service through increasing service differentiation; the capital and technology inlensity may
become particularly high in tclecom and so On. But these are changes of degree rather than of kind.
6 Dunning claims, for e~ample, that tran~action costs are generally higher for services than for goods. Othe'
things being equal, this would favor lite emergence of service MNCs.
7 Still more authors emphas ize the simi Iari tics between service and manufacturing industries in the ir
internationalization process; See e.g. Guile (1988).
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sales and market support offices, partly as a consequence of a "client foJlowing"-strategy.8 A
next (or parallel) step is to establish partially or fully owned or controlled foreign networks,
wilh various arrangements (build, own, operate, transfer-BOOT etc., see e.g. the chapter by
Kiss on Hungary). In this stage a stronger integration of the networks and businesses of
several tclcos is also a likely possibility, thereby deepening their traditional mutual
export/import-relations in international traffic by means of mutual-equity participation (e.g. by
"network swapping"), holding companies and the like. If such a group of "integrated network
integrators" moreover engage in low tariff country hubbing, a special variant of Vernon's
international product life cycle model partially applies (see Chapter I).

Still another step, yel not taken by teleos but predicted by an extension of the establishment
chain model, is to proceed to internationalize R&D operations as well (apart from participat
ing in international cooperative R&D programs), besides the marketing and production of
telecom services. This step couid be taken for both demand and suppiy side-oriented reasons,
i.e. to support locai marketing and production as wen as 10 source technology and R&D inputs
(see further Granstrand ct a1. 1992). Considering the massive investments in R&D made by
leading teleos it is very likely that some of this R&D will be spread internationally as wen for
various reasons as the teleos internationalize. Alliances and joint ventures, some of them also
aimed to share R&D costs and risks, will lead to internationalized R&D, as wiJI as the so far
iess common acquisitions and mergers. Moreover, R&D-oriented FDIs tend to cluster to some
extent to certain regions in the world (Le. they "glocalize"). Scveral such regions are conceiv
ably attractive to foreign teleo R&D inside and outside Europe. As a result R&D will also
globalize in the sense that it will be rationalized and managed on a global basis.

Many theories about internationalization stress the role of technology and innovations
behind, at least in the longer run (see e.g. Cantwell 1989). Any company competence that
combined with complementary assets brings benefits to many customers worldwide, benefits
that are beller appropriated by the company through internationalization than cross-border
transactions, create a basis for becoming an MNC, especially since competences have signifi
cant economics of scale a~ well as scope. Technical competence, Le. technology, offers par
ticular possibilities for appropriation and economies of scale (through IPR, cumulation etc.)
and thus becomes a key competence (togetber with management and marketing) for interna
tionalization. This would mean that teleos with successful and appropriable R&D stand a
better chance to be successful in internationalization, everything else being equal.

Disregarding differences in R&D productivity and innovativeness, which may be large
indeed, this would mean that the largest R&D spenders among teleos would have the best
chances in internationalization in the longer run, everything else being equal. Another predic
tion along these lines is that technology in telecom services will become privatized and
protected, e.g. tbrough more intensive commercial and strategic use of patents, as R&D
becomes a major means for competition, domestically and abroad. The need for a teleo to
have complementary assets to be able to economize upon its technology assets will moreover
make some degree of integration likely, not only in the form of owning or controlling critical
parts of a network but also in the form of owning or controlling the supply of some critical
equipment, which would mean at least a quasi-integration backwards. In the extension of this,
also quasi-integrated R&D with equipment suppliers and other service providers, even outside

8 A !Olient following-stralegy (0 CF·S1rategy), that is "follow your cuslomer abroad", is common in service
industrie., in general, and has been common among telcos ns well, at least initially. (The stralegy has learning
advamages btll growlh limitalions.)

telecom, is likely to become an important consideration. However, this does not mean large
scale integration backwards into manufacluring. Neither does it mean full ownership of illl
parts of a network. The supply of know-how is generally more critical than the supply of bulk
capacity.

Turning to more general theories, a Sehumpeterian approach is of relevance for speculating
about the future of telecom markets and actors.9 In line with tbis approach, the most success
ful companies, in international competition in telecom services, will be the most innovative
and entrepreneurial companies. The question is whether they will be old or new companies.
telcos or originally non-tekos (e.g. computer finns, media firms). Without going inlo detail
here, an argument could be made that organizational and managerial learning in conjunction
with relative advantages in making technological transitions would favor incumbents in
general (see Granstrand and SjOlander 1990). This would mean that old, experienced teleos
with innovative R&D and entrepreneurial management stand the best chances to survive in thc
domestic and international Schumpeterian competition that is likely to follow upon libera
lization. 1O Still this competitive process, if allowed to unfold, will give lots of room for new
entrants, new as well as diversifying firms, in various service areas, room that is created hy
both new technologies and expanding markets. The latter is generally predicted for the tele
com sector worldwide. However, the process of Schumpeterian competition will involve both
innovation-based entries and exits, that is, with Schumpeter's well-acclaimed label "creative
destruction". To the extent that there arc cumulative incumbency advantages, this process will
be dampened, at both tbe enlly and exit sides. Regulatory protection can give similar effects.
Certainly features in the telecom sector such as the high fixed and considerably sunk cost in
the network, the systems nature, the traditional culture, the national interests, and so on will
tend to counteract creative destruction, as will certain cases of market expansion. On the other
hand new technologies (e.g. satellite and/or cellular), especially if in the hands of large, agile
companies inside and especially outside traditional telecom, will stimulate creative
destruction. Considering tbe huge R&D investments in telecom-related technologies, a great
potential for creative destruction is there, even if there may be overinvestments or appropri
ability problems. However, more specific predictions on the type and degree of future creative
deslruction in telecom services are difficult to offer at present. I I

Finally, one can ask what theories traditionally applied to telecom have to offer about
internationalization. More specifically, could the theory of natural monopoly be applied on a
global scale?12 Perhaps so if its concepts and tools are basically cbanged, but hardly at present.

9 Critics of Schumpcter claim he ne vcr presented a real lheory. However, al the same ti me as one must adm i1 lhal
he was weak On lheory, one has 10 acknowledge lhal he has spurred a "umber of scholars 10 develop hi,
lheorelicatthoughts; see e.g. Phillips (197t l,
10 Sehumpcterian competilion in services would mean lhat lhe generalion of new or enhanced services ba'ed <m
innovations and enlrepreneurship, giving higher service performance-to-price ratios and customer vatuc. is mn,.
imponant than plain price compel iIi on. Thal S,humpeterian compe Ii lion will accrue in telecom se rv icc., is "
prediction thai is especially imporlam considering lhal lhere is a lraditional fo,u, in telecom on pricing mallers.
more Or less assuming undifferentiated services ("plain old telephone services").
It Various positions On whether new, innovalive tims or old, large tims will dominate in the longer run have
also been taken in general by various scholars. Even Schumpcter shifled position from the former to the Iaucr
duri ng his lifetime.
12 Note lhnt this theory is more normalive lhan prediclive, but sinc.. il has served and been served by powerful
inlerest groups in the past il has appeared as pred icti ve. For accoun Is of the theory, See Sharkey (1982), Rerg and
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4.I Introductlon

What will it take for an aspiring player to have a good chance in the race to European or inter
national eminence? What strategies will be successful? These questions wiJI be touched upon
next. However, this is not the time and place for a detailed analysis with specific answers. The
answers are not only worth mUlti-billion dollars if right; the possible answers are also multi
billion in number. The empirical basis for analysis is weak and the MNC literature is in fa<:t
scarce what constitutes successful strategies for internationalization. The notion of a single
race with a single winner must also be questioned at the European as well as international
level. In order to conclude this chapter, a brief outline showing strategic options and strategic
requirements for competing teleos is given. These outlines will hopefully prove useful for
continued analysis and trial and not-so-expensive errors.

4.2 Strategic options
,The general strategic options for internationalizing a company in telecom services are numer
ous as shown in Table 4.1. The classic strategic dimensions, i.e. the product and market
dimensions, need to be complemented, as well as the two additional dimensions, the
competence and partner dimensions, which are of major importance to telecom service
companies, see Figure 4.1. The general strategic options in Table 4.1 are based on MNC
literature as wen as on revealed behavior, much of it presented in this book. Detailed
comments will not be given here. What is noteworthy in this context, however, is the need to

consider a restructuring process of diversification in connection with internationalization. The
principal strategic options for a telco of the traditional P1T type are then as in Figure 4.2. This
is a simple illustration and one has further to distinguish between what is here called outer
diversification, Le. inter-sectorial diversification (e.g. into media and entertainment), and
inner diversification, Le. intra-sectorial diversification. Both the ongoing transition from the
NMP-regime to the feP-regime (cf. Table 3.1) and emerging new technologies fundamentally
reshape the possibilities of reaping economies of scale and scope. This creates a need 10

redefine corporate identity, not only in terms of national identity but also in terms of scope of
business activities with new boundaries replacing old ones within and between market and
industry areas. Such conceptualizations and redefinilions piay a fundamental role in shaping
competition and competitive advantage. The multinational teleos of the future, and the
industries they are operating in, will most likely be conceptually quite different from today.

One basic difficulty is that it is difficult to gather data on key concepts like cost sub-additivity
(implying economies of scope), a difficulty which is aggravated on a global scale. An even
more serious difficulty is how to accommodate technological changes enabling telecom
service differentiation and service innovation, implying enhanced performance and new func
tionalities, e.g. customer mobility and/or new ways to economize on the frequency spectrum.
In addition, technoiogical substitution and Schumpeterian competition are always contesting a
natural monopoly at some level, which is difficult to account for. A third difficulty is to design
<lnd implement supra-national regulatory bodies and measures for controlling a natural
monopoly on an international scale regarding pricing, inefficiencies, principal agent problems
etc. and stimulating its innovativeness.l~ Needless to say, the naturalness, if any, of past and
current telecom monopolies has not extended beyond national borders so far. Nevertheless, it
is conceivable that an argument of a natural monopoly type could be extended internationally
in certain cases, supporting ideas e.g. about a mega-merger or a mega-consortium of telcos to
create a P1T type of monopoly with a "network of networks" on a continental or a triad or a
global basis (e.g. "Eurotel" in Europe or a "World-IT"); or supporting ideas e.g. about having
a single consortium to supply satellite services linked to land mobile services in the local loop.
However, apart from intellectual possibilities as well as difficulties to significantly extend the
theory of natural monopoly to realistic international conditions, and apart from its prescrip
tions, the practical problems of implementing a more genuine global monopoly seem insur·
mountable for the foreseeable future, not least since such a notion would clash with the new
paradigm in telecom services and deep-rooted political values in the industrialized world (e.g.
freedom of speech). There is not currently a supra-national institution with sufficient powers
to merge PITs. The situation today is different from the historical situation when local
telephony companies became nationany integrated, as described above. This does not mean
that there will not be an ongoing concentration in the intcmational telecom service industry,
based on economies of scale, a concentration that very well could witness an emerging
integralion of e.g. European teleos.

What is less uncertain is that telecom service markets will be restructured and the telcos
will become more service-specialized in order to reap economies of scale.14 As a result inter
national division of labor will increase, everything else equal, and there will be more differen
tiated competitive races, also as a result of a widening of total service diversity through newly
developed services.

Tschirhart (1988), IlIId Train (1991). The idea that natural monopolies should be nationalized goes back at least
10 J.S. Mill, before Ihe advent of telephony.
I~ A natural monopoly could in principle be implemented whhout traditional regulation, but these possibilities
seem even more remote to apply oa a global scale.
14 This does not preclude thatteleos wilt provide a wider range of services in their own names, some of which
are supplied by some kind of "original serviCll producers", anatogous to OEM filllls. Sel'Vice branding will also
be of increasing relevance in general, and in that connection franchising arrangements may appear with proper
controt of sel'Vice qua lily .
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Table 4.2
Strategic requirements for a candidate in the international telecommunications racel)

4,3 Strategic requirements
A number of principal requirements for the strategic perfonnance of an Internationalizing
telco could now be fonnulated as in Table 4.2, based on the preceding chapters, literature and
analysis.

The requirements are fairly natural, but a few comments are In place. The managerial
requirements are important and would involve a major restructuring of management and
organization of a traditional PTT, which takes time and effort. A strategic commitment by
owners and management to internationalization, in contrast to lip-service, is not easily
achieved, especially if there Is domestic public pressure for domestic focus, or if the domestic
market is large and/or profitable, or If owners and managers are internationally inexperi~

enced. t5 Managerial resources and a common corporate culture for internationalization are not
easily built up, either alone or In alliances. In fact, management is likely to become more of a
crucial bottleneck than financial resources.

Management
Strong management base and learning ability in international business
Strategic commitment by cO'llorate owners and managemem
Internationally busiull~ihqr.iented corporate culture

·~::--'j"~'iltl"rJ··cQi1I.lfiem.ial.management skills
Skills III managing multi-cultural external relations (alliances etc.)

Technology
rnnovativeness
Strong technology base with in-house R&D, technology acquisition and learning skills
InteliectuaJ property rights

Marketingfpurchaslng
Good learning position in precursory markets
Key positions in expanding markets
Productive, long-tenn relations with internationalized and innovative customers
Productive, long-teno relations with internationalized and innovative suppliers

Financing
Domestic financial strength
International financing ability

Production
Ownership and/or control of critical network paris

Politics
Cultllrally and politically well-positioned
Home market politically and regulatively conducive to and apt for learning and self-financing
Diplomatic skillin alliance formation
Lobbying effectiveness (domestic and foreign political skills)

Miscelhmcous
Geographically well-positioned (e.g. close to NICs or medium and less developed countries)
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Figure 4.1
Major dimensions of corporate strategy

Diversification Note: l) These principal requirements apply to single leleos as well as to alliances.

Figure 4.2
Principal strategic options for a telco or telco alliance

Note: 1) Common route for an internationalizing manufacturing finn (with diversification possibly
following later).

U Future recruitments ror the board and top management of PTfs will be an interesting indicator to watch.
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Technological innovativeness is more or less necessary but not sufficient for successful and
sustainable internationalization, as discussed earlier. This would require an overhaul of tech
nology management in traditional P'ITs, with increased attention paid to factors such as
technology strategies, lPR matters, R&D productivity, technology acquisition, economies of
scale, scope and speed in R&D, R&D coordination in alliances, coordination with innovative
customers and suppliers etc. Early mover advantages put a premium on speed and"positioning
in key markets and segments, and on building long-term relations with customers.

The regulatory, nationalistic and oligopolistic nature of telecom puts requirements on
political competences. Financial strengtb and/or financing skill is clearly needed. Fortunately,
financial markets function in favor of telecom. Moreover, the rapid and turbulent development
of the telecom sector gives a teleo a premium on good learning ability and good learning
positions in new technologies and new markets with trials and not-so-expensive-errors in
various areas. It must be emphasized here that the requirements in Table 4.2 are not to be
taken in a static, absolute sense but must be viewed as dynamlcally changing, relative to com
petitors. Strategic flexibility, avoiding being prematurely locked into a certain strategy mix but
ensuring preparedness and speedy responses, together with ability to learn faster than
competitors, then becomes important. To make rapid improvements from a low level is gen
erally more important in the long run than starting from a high level with slow improvements.

Finally, applying (without further comment) what has been discussed to the headline
question of this concluding section reveals that the typical multinational telecommunication
carrier16 in the future Europe is likely to be European, a telecommunication company or telco
dominated consortium, strong in R&D, innovative with comprehensive managerial abilities;
etc.

Among the current players, who does best fulfill the requirements in Table 4.2? This ques
tion is left open here.

The answer may be-in the air.

16 The lerm ~el~ommu nicalion carrier' is kepI here as a rem iniscence of Ihe past A b\:lter lerm for lhe fulure is
'telecommunication service company' (or 'l;:le service company') for which 'lelco' has been used as a shorthand.
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